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emphasise the high level of artistic • appreciation shown in the courtly
circles, whose relaxations the writer James Bretex so vividly describes.
On p. 8 ' Martin V' is a slip for ' Martin IV.' T. F. T.

The Office of an English Bishop in the First Half of the Fourteenth
Century, by Edith A. Lyle, is a doctoral thesis of the university of Penn-
sylvania, and' draws mainly from printed episcopal registers a useful
though not masterly collection of details illustrating various aspects of
episcopal work during the period studied. Some sides of the subject
are inadequately treated, and there is notably an insufficient account
of the office of the bishops' official. Miss Lyle or her printer is not
always very strong in Latin, and there are a regrettable number of
misprints or misspellings of personal and place names. Until the work is
done over again in a more thoroughgoing manner this pamphlet may
often be employed with advantage. T. F. T.

We have received two instalments of a complete edition of the works
of Hus, Magistri Ioannis Hus Opera omnia, I. fasc. 1 and II. fasc. 1
(Prag: Bursik, 1903, and Vilfmek, no date, respectively). The former
of these, edited by Wenzel Flajihans, contains the Expositio Decalogi,
printed for the first time, with an introduction somewhat fuller than is
merely needed for Bohemia. The date of the work is fixed within limits
by its use of the synodal decrees of 1849 for Prag and by references to
it in Stephan von Wilharticz's Exposition of the Ten Commandments;
other data fix it as not later than 1414. Comparisons with a synod
sermon by Hus (1407), and with his first Bohemian work, an Exposition
of the Ten Commandments, help towards the closer determination of date
and establish the authorship. The textual introduction is very full. The
historical and national importance of Hus and his writings must be
carefully distinguished from their literary and intellectual value, in
which respect Hus can never rank high. The second fasciculus con-
tains the first two books Super IV. Sententiarum, edited also for the
first time by Wenzel Flajshans and Dr. Marie Komfnkovii. This has a
value of its own. The second volume published of Denifle's work upon
Luther shows by its criticisms and statements how much has yet to be
done before the thought of the middle ages can be even fairly known to
us. Publications of this class, although their interest is not mainly
historical, have therefore special importance even if they are of direct
use to few. The editing is adequate to the work and its purpose.

•J. P. W.

Die Wittenbergcr Artikclvon 1586 by Professor Georg Mentz (Qucllcn-
schriften zur Oeschichtc des Protestantitmut, ii. Leipzig: Bolime, 1905)
is a careful edition, from the Weimar archives, of the articles drawn up by
Melanchthon on the one hand and by Edward Foxe, bishop of Hereford
(not Herford, as it is here printed), Nicholas Heath (misprinted Heith),
afterwards archbishop of York, and Dr. Barnes on the other at Witten-
berg in 1586. They were part of an attempt at a modus vivendi between
protestant Germany and England, and they represent, as Dr. Mentz
expresses it, the furthest concessions the Wittenberg theologians were
prepared to make um cin Land wie England zu gewinnen. The attempt
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